Labeling
The Labeling tab is used to customize the settings for labeling or annotation.
To change labeling settings, go to the InfoWater Pro tab > Project group, select the Preferences button, and then click on the Labeling tab in the dialog
box.

Node Label Settings
Specify the settings for node labeling here. Once the symbol and placement for nodes are specified, click Label Node with IDs to label nodes. Nodes
include junctions, pumps, valves, tanks, and reservoirs. Click Clear Node ID Labels to clear all labels for nodes.
Symbol - The Symbol button launches the Symbol Selector dialog box. Specify the font, color, font size, font color, font fill style, and other
advanced features here. All the options specified here will be used while labeling nodes.
Placement - Use the Placement button to change the way how the node labels are placed.

Text Style Preview - Once the settings for node labels are changed, a preview of label texts is displayed in this box. If the text does not look
right, click on the Symbol button to make the desired changes.

Pipe Label Settings
Specify the settings for pipe labeling here. Once the symbol and placement for pipes are specified, click Label Pipe with IDs to label pipes. Click Clear
Pipe ID Labels to clear all labels for pipes.
Symbol - The Symbol button launches the Symbol Selector dialog. Specify the font, color, font size, font color, font fill style, and other advanced
features here. All the options specified here will be used while labeling pipes.
Placement - Use the Placement button to change the way how the pipe labels are placed.
Text Style Preview - Once the settings for node labels are changed, a preview of label texts is displayed in this box. If the text does not look
right, click Symbol to make the desired changes.
OK - Click OK to save and exit from the Preferences dialog box.
Cancel - Use this to exit without saving from the Preferences dialog box.

